Japanese Film Series
Spring 2018

Monday, February 12
6:00 PM—8:00 PM Wyatt 209
If Cats Disappeared from the World
Sekai kara Neko ga Kieta nara
A postman learns that he doesn’t have much
time left to live due to a terminal illness. A
devil then appears in front of him and
offers to extend his life if he picks
something in the world that will disappear.
Unbeknownst to the man, the absence of
these seemingly arbitrary items will change
both his past and newly earned future.

Tuesday, March 20
6:00 PM—8:00 PM Wyatt 203
Kiseki: Sobito of that Day
Kiseki: Ano Hi no Sobito
Against the protests of his strict father, Jin
leaves home to pursue his dream of becoming a
musician. Meanwhile, his little brother Hide
accepts his father’s wishes and aims to become a
dentist. But none of them can escape the
attraction of music. This movie entails the true
story of the band “GreeeeN” including the
debut of their hit song “Kiseki”.

Monday, April 2
6:00 PM—8:30 PM Wyatt 209
The Eternal Zero
Eien no Zero
A young woman and her brother explore
the history of their grandfather, who
died in the WW2. They start contacting
the men who flew with him, asking them
about who he was. Unexpectedly,
Kentaro and Keiko discover the shocking
truth that has been sealed for 60
years.
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